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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Welcome to the November edition of Event Horizon. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Dylan
O’Donnell for the great job he did as stand-in editor in my absense last month: a very entertaining and informative
edition. Now with the cataract job complete on both eyes, I’m seeing a much brighter view. I look forward to
working with Jenny Robinson as the new president, along with the new committee.
In the News: From the first craft launched into space to what’s next: Sputnik 1- 60th Anniversay to Mars Insight.
Like many of the baby boomers out there, I was a child of the Space Race: from
Sputnik 1 to Apollo 11’s landing on the moon and in May 2018 Mars Insight is
due for launch. Did you all register your names to send to Mars?
In OMN: Great images from SAS members who helped out on the night.
Star Trails: ‘How to’ guide by Noeleen Lowndes
SAS Facebook Group page: Features images of the Milky Way over the Pinnacles, WA and Colliding Neutron Stars
revealing gravitational waves.
‘Astronomy Calendar 2018’ is currently for sale on line through Ice In Space. I have 4 copies
left for members - $16 each. Collection and payment via club meetings
only. Get in fast, they're going off like hot cakes!
Astronomy 2018 - Your Guide to the Night Sky is now available.
SAS will have 20 copies available for purchase for the greatly reduced
price of $20 each (current retail price is $29.95). These will be
available from the November meeting (4-11-17) till sold out.
AstroGallery: Includes image contributions from members: Jenny Robinson, Klaus Schlussler, Eddie
Trimarchi, Tony Kim, Dylan O’Donnell, Mike Geisel and Kiale Ritchie (SAS Facebook member)
Sky Maps: Sky Maps give details on what’s on show during the month. Check this link also for more on what’s happening in
the sky. http://nightskyonline.info/?page_id=24911
Don’t forget to check out the Links & Resources page for relevant websites, whether you’re thinking of buying new gear or
looking for information on astronomy festivals or Australian astronomy sites, etc.

Clear Skies -

(This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel adventures, astro projects, items for sale, etc. are all welcome.
Just send me your photos with the story and I can build your item for publication.)
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ABOUT
T he SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy,
Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of
our members specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed become very proficient. Our
members have contributed data for lunar & planetary observations, comet observations, variable star
observations and supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes, including the optics,
observatories and ALL our members have at some time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month at the Ormeau Progress
Association Hall, 11 McCreadie Road, ORMEAU (Gold Coast). Anyone interested is invited to attend a
meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for further information. All members and visitors are
invited to contribute items of interest at these meetings.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually falling due on 1 July each year. Financial members enjoy
the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
●

SAS Website - Members are able to set up their profile which enables access to a private messaging
facility via the SAS member message board as well as a secure chat room. Once members have
registered on the website, a secure password protected dashboard is allocated where astro photos
can be stored. Members are also able to post photos to the Gallery to share with the wider
community. http://www.sas.org.au/

●

Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available for members to borrow. The book
list is available as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.

●

Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a nominal fee for members to hire.

SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest astronomy and space news and to
share your photos and ideas to the wider community as well as advertise items for sale.
Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather permitting), giving members and
visitors the opportunity to view the night sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available prior to the meeting dates. All
members are encouraged to contribute articles along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you
would like to be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS website as is the list of
meeting dates.
Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for astronomy, please see the SAS
Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and
classed as weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by members of ‘recognized
astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO RESPONSIBILTY FOR MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS
Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

Qld Laser laws

NSW Laser laws
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Not much left of this year.
With the amount of cloud we've had this last couple of weeks and the
absence of targets between the arms of the milky way I think we're getting
withdrawal symptoms. I am anyway.
The exhibition of the planets at the Queensland museum is worth a look for
the whole family. It allows the majesty of the photos that we also take to
assume proportions more real for our minds to grasp.
The next couple of months have some lovely targets and I hope we can all
get out there and suck in some of those amazing photons we all
avariciously seek.
Keep an eye on the SAS Facebook site to check out and maybe organise
some get togethers ( or is that gets together?) So we can lend or borrow
techniques and skills. Here’s the link: SAS Facebook Group
I'm available at the end of an email if you're having a problem. I'm not
promising to fix it, but I might know who can. lynneandjenny@gmail.com
If you want to pass along/sell some astro gear, contact Julie to put it into
the EH.
It appears the monsoon front has reached us early. Look out for the
mozzies.
See you at the meeting.
Remember to bring your scopes if you need a hand to set them up.

Jenny Robinson

(President)

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday, 4th November 2017 @ 7:30pm
Saturday, 9th December 2017 Christmas BBQ @ 6:30pm
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In the News From Sputnik to Mars Insight

Credit:

https://www.nasa.gov/specials/60th/sputnik/

60th Anniversary of Sputnik
History changed on Oct. 4, 1957, when the Soviet Union successfully launched Sputnik. The world's first artificial
satellite was about the size of a beach ball, about 23 inches diameter and weighing less than 190 pounds. It took
about 98 minutes to orbit the Earth on its elliptical path. That launch ushered in new political, military, technological,
and scientific developments. While the Sputnik launch was a single event, it marked the start of the Space Age
and the U.S.-U.S.S.R. space race.
Like the Soviet Union, the United States was planning to launch a satellite as part of the International Geophysical
Year. Caught off-guard, the American public felt echoes of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor less than 16 years
before. Americans feared that the Soviets—whom they believed were behind the U.S. technologically after the
devastation of World War II—could launch ballistic missiles armed with nuclear weapons at the United States.
Sputnik’s launch led the U.S.
government to focus and consolidate
space exploration programs in different
agencies, and on Jan. 31, 1958, the
Army launched Explorer I. This satellite
carried a small scientific payload that
discovered the magnetic radiation belts
around the Earth, later named after
principal investigator James Van Allen.
That summer, Congress and President
Eisenhower created NASA, which came
into being Oct. 1.
Sputnik’s launch created a rivalry that
lasted decades and sent Americans to
the moon, but which ultimately gave way
to cooperation and collaboration. Sixty
years later, Americans and Russians
work alongside each other and
astronauts from many other countries
aboard the International Space Station.
A Soviet technician work s on Sputnik 1 before its launch in 1957.
Credit: Sovfoto/UIG via Getty
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In the News - Sputnik 1, 60th Anniversary

Sputnik Moments: Trio of Spaceflight Events
Shook US in 1957 By Mike Wall, Space.com Senior Writer | October 4, 2017
There may actually have been three Sputnik moments.
The Soviet Union's Oct. 4, 1957, launch of the first-ever artificial satellite, Sputnik 1, created quite a stir, to be sure.
It did kick off the space age, after all.
But Americans' concerns about the technological capabilities of their own nation relative to those of the USSR
didn't fully bloom until two months later, after the Soviets had launched a dog to space and the United States' first
attempt to loft a satellite had failed spectacularly, said former NASA Chief Historian Roger Launius. [Sputnik 1! 7
Fun Facts About Humanity's First Satellite]
"The way I tend to phrase it is, you get three strikes, and you're out," Launius told Space.com.
No panic in the streets
The launch of the beach-ball-size Sputnik 1 did not come as a shock to American national-security officials, who
had expected something big was in the works. But it did catch the public off-guard, Launius said.
Still, the nation was not overcome by panic or worry, stressed Launius, who until recently served as associate
director of collections and curatorial affairs for the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. (He is now
retired.)
"It wasn't that everybody was running around with their hair on fire," Launius said. "They're not afraid of this. It's
sort of, a new age has dawned — this is exciting."
He pointed to a standard, previously scheduled news conference held by President Dwight Eisenhower the week
after the launch.
"The media at the time asked him a couple of questions about Sputnik, and then they moved on to other things,"
Launius said. "The big story of the day was the Little Rock crisis — are you going to bring in federal troops to
desegregate the Little Rock [Arkansas] school system?"
Two more strikes
But the mood shifted noticeably on Nov. 3, 1957, when the USSR successfully launched Sputnik 2 to orbit,
Launius said.
This satellite was not only much larger than its predecessor — Sputnik 2 weighed 1,120 lbs. (508 kilograms),
compared with 184 lbs. (83 kg) for Sputnik 1 — it also toted the first-ever living creature to space, a dog named
Laika. (The poor pup died of overheating inside its capsule a few hours after launch.)
And then came strike three. On Dec. 6, 1957, the United States tried to loft its first satellite, a 3.5-lb. (1.6 kg) craft
called Vanguard Test Vehicle 3. The satellite's rocket exploded just after liftoff in a spectacular failure shown live
on national TV.
"People are concerned at that point, and justifiably so," Launius said. "It looks like the Soviets could do nothing
wrong, and the Americans could do nothing right."
This concern was not merely a consequence of wounded national pride.
"The public feared that the Soviets' ability to launch satellites also translated into the capability to launch ballistic
missiles that could carry nuclear weapons from Europe to the U.S.," NASA historians wrote in 2007 in a piece
marking the 50th anniversary of Sputnik 1's launch. [Sputnik's Beeping Legacy: Satellite's Simplicity Made It Iconic
60 Years Ago]
"It certainly salved the open wound; there's no doubt about that," Launius said of Explorer 1, which famously
discovered the Van Allen radiation belts surrounding Earth.
But this success didn't erase all memories of the wound. Over time, the three-tiered Sputnik moment spurred the
U.S. government to ramp up the nation's technological capabilities, Launius said.
For example, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (which was later renamed the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, or DARPA) was created in February 1958. In September of that year, Congress
enacted the National Defense Education Act, which was designed to boost the number and quality of American
scientists and engineers. And NASA began operations shortly thereafter, on Oct. 1, 1958.
Despite such measures, the Soviet Union notched the next big space-race milestone, ushering in the age of
human spaceflight by launching Yuri Gagarin to orbit on April 12, 1961. By the end of the decade, however, the
United States had claimed perhaps the biggest prize: landing astronauts on the moon and returning them safely to
Earth.
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In the News - Sputnik 1, 60th Anniversary

PROPAGANDA
source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sputnik_1

Sputnik 1 was not immediately used for Soviet propaganda. The
Soviets had kept quiet about their earlier accomplishments in
rocketry, fearing that it would lead to secrets being revealed and
failures being exploited by the West. When the Soviets began
using Sputnik in their propaganda, they emphasized pride in the
achievement of Soviet technology, arguing that it demonstrated
the Soviets' superiority over the West.
People were encouraged to listen to Sputnik's signals on the
radio and to look out for Sputnik in the night sky. While Sputnik
itself had been highly polished, its small size made it barely
visible to the naked eye. What most watchers actually saw was
the much more visible 26 metre core stage of the R-7. Shortly
after the launch of PS-1, Khrushchev pressed Korolev to launch
another satellite in time for the 40th anniversary of the October
Revolution on 7 November 1957.
The launch of Sputnik 1 surprised the American public and
shattered the perception, furthered by American propaganda, of
the United States as the technological superpower and the
Soviet Union as a backward country.
Privately, however, the CIA and President Eisenhower were
aware of progress being made by the Soviets on Sputnik from
secret spy plane imagery. Together with the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL), the Army Ballistic Missile Agency built
Explorer 1, and launched it on 31 January 1958.
Soviet 40 k opek s stamp, showing satellite's orbit

Before work was completed, however, the Soviet Union
launched a second satellite, Sputnik 2, on 3 November
1957. Meanwhile, the televised failure of Vanguard TV3
on 6 December 1957 deepened American dismay over
the country's position in the Space Race. The
Americans took a more aggressive stance in the
emerging space race, resulting in an emphasis on
science and technological research and reforms in
many areas from the military to education systems. The
federal government began investing in science,
engineering and mathematics at all levels of education.
An advanced research group was assembled for military
purposes. These research groups developed weapons
such as ICBMs and missile defence systems, as well as
spy satellites for the U.S.

30k USSR miniature sheet depicting Sputnik 1 orbiting
the Earth, the Earth orbiting the Sun and the Sun
orbiting the centre of the Milk y Way galaxy
Почта СССР. Номер ЦФА 3496 - RaySys
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Source: https://www.nasa.gov/insight

Preparation of NASA's next spacecraft to Mars, InSight, has ramped up this
summer, on course for launch next May from Vandenberg Air Force Base
in central California -- the first interplanetary launch in history from
America's West Coast.
Lockheed Martin Space Systems is assembling and testing the InSight
spacecraft in a clean room facility near Denver. “Our team resumed
system-level integration and test activities last month," said Stu Spath,
spacecraft program manager at Lockheed Martin. “The lander is completed
and instruments have been integrated onto it so that we can complete the
final spacecraft testing including acoustics, instrument deployments and
thermal balance tests.”
This artist's concept from August 2015 depicts
NASA's InSight Mars lander fully deployed for
studying the deep interior of Mars. The mission
will launch in May 2018 and land on Mars on
Nov. 26, 2018. Credits: NASA/JPL-Caltech

InSight is the first mission to focus on examining the deep interior of Mars.
Information gathered will boost understanding of how all rocky planets
formed, including Earth.
"Because the interior of Mars has churned much less than Earth's in the
past three billion years, Mars likely preserves evidence about rocky
planets' infancy better than our home planet does," said InSight Principal Investigator Bruce Banerdt of NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California. He leads the international team that proposed the mission and won
NASA selection in a competition with 27 other proposals for missions throughout the solar system. The long form of
InSight's name is Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport.
Whichever day the mission launches during a five-week period beginning May 5, 2018, navigators have charted the
flight to reach Mars the Monday after Thanksgiving in 2018.
The mission will place a stationary lander near Mars' equator. With two solar panels that unfold like paper fans, the
lander spans about 20 feet (6 meters). Within weeks after the landing -- always a dramatic challenge on Mars -InSight will use a robotic arm to place its two main instruments directly and permanently onto the Martian ground, an
unprecedented set of activities on Mars. These two instruments are:
● A seismometer, supplied by France's space agency, CNES, with collaboration from the United States, the United
Kingdom, Switzerland and Germany. Shielded from wind and with sensitivity fine enough to detect ground movements
half the diameter of a hydrogen atom, it will record seismic waves from "marsquakes" or meteor impacts that reveal
information about the planet's interior layers.
● A heat probe, designed to hammer itself to a depth of 10 feet (3 meters) or more and measure the amount of
energy coming from the planet's deep interior. The heat probe is supplied by the German Aerospace Center, DLR,
with the self-hammering mechanism from Poland.
A third experiment will use radio transmissions between Mars and Earth to assess perturbations in how Mars rotates
on its axis, which are clues about the size of the planet's core.
The spacecraft's science payload also is on track for next year's launch. The mission's launch was originally planned
for March 2016, but was called off due to a leak into a metal container designed to maintain near-vacuum conditions
around the seismometer's main sensors. A redesigned vacuum vessel for the instrument has been built and tested,
then combined with the instrument's other components and tested again. The full seismometer instrument was
delivered to the Lockheed Martin spacecraft assembly facility in Colorado in July and has been installed on the
lander.
"We have fixed the problem we had two years ago, and we are eagerly preparing for launch," said InSight Project
Manager Tom Hoffman, of JPL. The best planetary geometry for launches to Mars occurs during opportunities about
26 months apart and lasting only a few weeks.

JPL, a division of Caltech in Pasadena, California, manages the InSight Project for NASA's Science Mission
Directorate, Washington. Lockheed Martin Space Systems, Denver, built the spacecraft. InSight is part of NASA's
Discovery Program, which is managed by NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama.
Together with two active NASA Mars rovers, three NASA Mars orbiters and a Mars rover being built for launch in
2020, InSight is part of a legacy of robotic exploration that is helping to lay the groundwork for sending humans to
Mars in the 2030s.
More information about InSight is online at: https://www.nasa.gov/insight https://insight.jpl.nasa.gov/
Guy Webster / Andrew Good
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.
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CARERS QLD. NEXT OBSERVATION NIGHT. -

Ralph Dunn

I can't believe it has been 3 months since SAS last hosted a group from Carers
Qld and the time has come to, once again, show another group of carers the
night sky.
Saturday November 25th is the date for the next observation/BBQ evening.
Starting time is 6pm; volunteers are being called on to man the scopes, the
BBQ, car park and sky tour. Most positions are covered. So please, if you’d like
to lend a hand, you would be very welcome to join in. Just one more person
would ease the load on the other SAS volunteers.

.
6
2
1
1

Telescopes and Astronomers
persons for the BBQ
person for a Laser Sky Tour
person to assist with car parking

Thanks to all those members who have volunteered to help out on the night.
I will contact you in the week prior to the event. For any enquiries or questions,
contact me on 0422 998 718 or email ralphd2754@gmail.com
Here's hoping for clear skies on the night.
Thank you again to SAS for your support – Ralph Dunn

••9
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by Noeleen Lowndes
Notes from a presentation given at the Helensvale Library Media Lab Workshop on 12 October 2017
In the Southern Hemisphere, we don’t have a bright star at the South Celestial Pole unlike the Northern Hemisphere (the star
Polaris or North Star is at the North Celestial Pole). All we have to align our telescopes and cameras is a faint 5th magnitude
star called Sigma Octants, which can be very hard to find in the suburbs! But we can do a rough polar alignment by using a
compass and taking some test shots to position the South Celestial Pole (SCP) in our image.
To take a picture of a beautiful star-trail you can use
this method ~ First of all, attach your DSLR camera
onto a tripod and use a wide field lens eg: 18-55mm,
and fully open up the aperture. Then set your camera
setting to (B) bulb, so you have complete control over
the exposure time. You will need a cable release to
keep open the frame and start the exposure time.
When you have finished the exposure, make sure you
gently close it. Also, when you are ready to take the
image set your long exposure noise reduction to (On)
so the camera shuts down and does a corresponding
dark frame exposure. This helps immensely with
noise reduction throughout the image.
Now where do you point the camera? Use a compass
to find out where to face south. You will need to find
out your viewing latitude on Earth, so you can
measure up the sky from the horizon and point your
My favourite image of the South Celestial Pole tak en in the dark sk ies
camera in that direction eg: I live at 28 degrees south,
at Leyburn with a Canon 7D and my new Tok ina 10-17mm fisheye lens,
so I roughly measure 28 degrees up from the horizon
ISO 320, aperture at f3.5 and a time exposure of 40minutes plus
looking south. Once you have taken a few test shots
another 40 minutes in camera dark frame (total time 80 minutes)
for about 5 minute duration, you will see that you’ve
captured the SCP somewhere in the frame because
the stars are trailing around a central point. You are now nearly ready to take your picture…
Now this is important…do some test shots first. Bump up the ISO to 1600 or more and do a shot for about 5 minutes. You will
start to see the rotation of the stars and also see if you have good focus on the stars. Once everything is fine you are now ready
to take your star-trail. (don’t forget to set the ISO back down to ISO200 or 400 and turn the long exposure noise reduction back
on. Important…you can do a star-trail for as long as you want, but be mindful of your camera’s battery power and the light that’s
in the sk y, this is why I suggest you use a lower ISO).
Try using wider field lenses, which will produce wider
concentric circles in the night sky. If you want to go
longer with your exposures, you will need to replace
the camera battery with your model 12volt battery and
use a 12-volt battery pack to power it. Also, because
of the dew factor, I would suggest to get a 12volt
heater cable to wrap around your lens to prevent dew
from forming for these long periods in the outdoors.
Try doing your star-trails in the darkest sky possible,
preferably with no Moon in the sky and include some
trees or rustic buildings, anything you like so you can
include the Earth in the image.
Image of a star-trail with the SCP tak en at Leyburn
with a Canon 350 DSLR camera and a basic 18-55mm
k it lens set at 18mm, ISO 400, aperture at f3.5 and a
time exposure of 25 minutes plus another 25 minute in
camera dark frame (total time 50 minutes)
You can also do a Star-trail by another method, by taking lots of short exposures using a lot higher ISO and importing them into
a free software program called StarStaX. I have not used this program so please read all the instructions that are on the website
at: http://www.markus-enzweiler.de/StarStaX/StarStaX.html
Now go and have some fun and enjoy taking some spectacular Star-trails.
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Dylan O’Donnell
I just wanted to let the group know that Byron Shire Council has given
Star Stuff 2018 a small but helpful grant for ‘Events & Festivals Funding &
Sponsorship’ to help with local marketing and signage (good news!).
I'm still in the process of firming up speakers and sponsors but the dates
will be July 7th and 8th 2018. Early bird tickets will go out first with a small
discount; so make sure you are signed up at www.starstuff.com.au for
email notifications about that.
SAS financial members get first chance at volunteer spots and free tickets.
(So, if you haven’t paid your fees for 2017-18, do it soon)
(Pictured: ESA's West Australian Deep Space Tracking facility the weekend
of 14/15 Ocotber 2017...ESA/D. O'Donnell - CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO )

(Those members and friends who volunteered for the very first STAR STUFF last
year will know what a great experience it was. Yes, it was full-on - but it was
FANTASTIC. Dylan did an amazing job getting it all together.
If you want to be part of the exciting new concept of astronomy tourism, register
your interest and get on board. - Editor)
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By Bryan Pott ~
Thank you, too, to the general community for coming
and supporting this event.
I stayed confident as the cloud approached and to
those that rang me, I insisted that it was still going
ahead.
We ended up with 8 scopes and the moon being
visible through the breaks in cloud. Earlier on the
Moon, Saturn & 47 Tucanae were findable and we all managed to amaze the general public once again.
I would like to thank all the faithful members of the Southern Astronomical Society who shared their expertise and
turned a possibility disappointing night into a complete success.

L-R Duncan Gillespie,
Brendan Junge, Colin
Drescher, Bryan Pott,
Bronwyn Smith and her
son, Brian Holbrook ,
Michael Bishop and
Tony Kim

Setting up the gear for the night of observing
with a range of telescopes.

The Tamborine Village Lions were very thrilled with their $443.00 donations and Sausage sizzle profits. They kept us
fed with sausage sandwiches and soft drinks or tea & coffee throughout the evening. I had a stellar time!
International Observe the Moon Night was held at ‘Woodstock’ Youth Enterprise Trust, 231 Plunkett Road,
Tamborine Queensland.
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Michael Bishop with his telescope

…. And his shot of the Moon

Brian Holbrook snagged this shot with his iPhone!

Brendan Junge’s group shot
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SAS Facebook Group News
These images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be accessed there, if you have a
Facebook account. To date, there are 390+ people enjoying the page. You’ll find upcoming events, items of interest
and information on astronomy related tours. Join the page: share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography. If you
have astro / photograghy gear to sell, feel free to place your ad on the page.
APOD: Milky Way and Zodiacal Light over Australian Pinnacles (2017 Oct 10)
Image Credit & Copyright: Jingyi Zhang https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap171010.html
Explanation: What strange world is this? Earth. In the foreground of the featured image are the Pinnacles, unusual
rock spires in Nambung National Park in Western Australia. Made of ancient sea shells (limestone), how these
human-sized picturesque spires formed remains a topic of research. The panorama was taken last month. A ray of
zodiacal light, sunlight reflected by dust grains orbiting between the planets in the Solar System, rises from the
horizon near the image center. Arching across the top is the central band of our Milky Way Galaxy. The planets
Jupiter and Saturn, as well as several famous stars are also visible in the background night sky.
Annotated: https://apod.nasa.gov/image/1710/ZodiacalPinnacles_Zhang_1080_annotated.jpg

Mt Stromlo Observatory - Colliding neutron stars revealed by gravitational waves and massive fireball
17 Oct 2017 http://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2017-10-17/colliding-stars-revealed-by-gravitational-waves-and-light/9053750
For the first time ever, two neutron stars, the size of cities, were detected crashing into each other. This was
detected both as a gravitational
wave and also with our telescopes
at Siding Spring Observatory.
These sort of events will allow us
to measure space and the
Universe around us in ways never
before possible. Through this one
event alone, we already know that
gravity moves at the speed of
light, which helps us understand
what gravity is.
And to all of those who attended
our Public Astronomy Night on the
18th of August during National
Science Week, it was happening
all at the same time. Some of our
astronomers were helping out at
the Public Night and coordinating /
working on this discovery!
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****FOR SALE***
John Connolly (Ring John

0414677006)

● Celestron C8 OTA - $300
● ED80 - $200
● EQ6 mount + Extender + Losmandy
Adapter - $800
● Orion Guide Camera - $200
● Focal Reducer - $100
● 9mm Illuminated Reticle eyepiece -$20
● 8" Solar Filter - $10
● 80mm Solar Filter - $10
● LPI - $100
Also an assortment of camera adapters, finder
scopes and a 60mm refractor

Glenn Burgess

Email glennb44c@hotmail.com

Offered for sale is this 18 inch truss Dobsonian. Excellent optics.
3.5inch 1/12th wave Antares secondary, aluminised excellent cond
18 inch 29mm thick soda lime glass primary with better than 1/4 wave(by
Dave Brock, NZ), silvered (2014 coating is serviceable but half way to a
recoat). 9mm approx chip on mirror edge insignificant.
Crayford focuser.
Shroud.
18 point flotation cell.
Storage box for mirror cell.
Wooden handlebars. Wooden ramps.
Includes Encoders fitted for Argo Navis
Fits in Passat SW with room for 3-4 people.
Heaviest part is 19kg.
Eyepiece height is 2m approx so you will need a 3 step ladder.
You will need a finder and maybe a telrad.
Give me your best offer

BOOK SALE - SAS Library audit - books
available for a gold coin donation
Grab some for your up and coming astronomers After a recent audit of the SAS Library, a number of books have been
culled and will be offered to members for a gold coin donation. So bring
along your spare change for the next few meetings. A lot of the books
were published in the 1980s and 90s and with more current books
available now, these older books need a new home. : These are a
sample of those available.
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Astro Gallery
Dylan O’Donnell - Andromeda
Ok so I talk a lot of smack to the Northern Hemisphere and to a lesser extent galaxy people in general (I'm team
nebula, all the way), but I really have to hold my tongue when it comes to this monster of a galaxy, M31 Andromeda.
This beast is heading towards us and will "crash" into our galaxy, The Milky Way, ultimately merging after some
disruption into a super galaxy. "Milkdromeda" is a suggested name, but "The Milk Shake" is also puntastic.
Interestingly, unless our central black holes merge in the event when the two galaxies crash into each other, they may
not necessarily physically touch. The hundreds of billions of solar systems (stars) are all mostly separated by great
voids of space, so while a large gravitational dance will ensue, actual physical contact between any of our stars is
mathematically unlikely.
It's barely able to be photographed from down here in Australia. At this time of the year for a few short months it briefly
rises to a few degrees above the horizon. Being fairly north within Australia itself, it gets up to about 19 degrees from
my location, but that's only for some minutes really. So this photo is taken, quickly, over two nights as it rotates from
about 16 degrees-19 degrees. One small advantage I have is the super fast Celestron F2 RASA so this is made from a
total of about 80 minutes worth of 1 minute exposures. Also using the CGX with a good polar alignment, I didn't need to
guide at all. I'm super impressed with the setup and result and it's a big improvement on last year. Zoomed in I can see
the dust lanes of M32 (The smaller galaxy on the right), and several red speckled nebulae on the lower edges. As you
can tell, the whole thing is also too big to fit into this focal length!
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Astro Gallery cont.
Eddie Trimarchi ~
Beautiful night to try out a new lens and managed to snag a late Orionid meteor streaking straight through Sirius. Rokinon
14mm f2.8 and the camera is a Sony A7s.

Tony Kim ~ first orion of the season shot at Maleny.
After going down the
slippery slope of post
processing, I called for
help from club members.
Trying to control the
core mostly, its not very
easy.
20x 3min at iso 1600 +
10x 1min iso 800 for
core stacking.
Specs: NG ed127
EQ6pro
Canon 5d mk ii
ED80 guiding
qhy5 guidecam
First image I'm proud of
M42
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Astro Gallery cont.
Mike Geisel ~ StarFest Siding Spring, Coonabarrabran
Had a great long weekend. I was amazed at all the very clever
people who work there being only too happy to show me around
and explain their work!

The Warrumbungles

Star fest open day - the big dome walk.
The AAT (Anglo Australian Telescope)
inside and out

Narrabri Compact Array
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Astro Gallery cont.
Jenny Robinson ~
I managed another chance to have a go at this area with the Star Adventurer and Canon 70D.
Getting better but need more time and less ISO - taken 26 Ocotober.

M1. (Crab Nebula) Taken in January. About 18x3 mins on an ed100 cropped
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Astro Gallery cont.
Klaus Schlussler ~ Helix planetary nebula
My new canon is still in repair? So I went out on the 20/10 for the Helix Planetary Nebula dogging clouds and rain I
managed this image. 12x300sec no darks one hour to get the images and 3 hours processing to get rid of the
noise, but yaah only image I have taking in the last 6 weeks.

Kiale Ritchie ~ Lagoon Nebula
My first try at the Lagoon a few Months ago.
Mount: HEQ5 Pro Telescope: Saxon 6” f/5

Imaging camera: Canon 500D Guiding camera: ZWO 120
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Astro Gallery cont.
(It wouldn’t be right not to include one of Mike Geisel’s Lunar shots.
Here’s one from Mike taken on 25 October, a couple nights before InOMN - Editor)

With the moon so bright and the
sports fields flood lights on it really
wasn't worth going out to the
observatory, but there were a few
tech things I needed to check so took
some single exposures of the Moon
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Society Information
Committee Meeting 5:30 pm General Meeting 7.30pm
Progress Hall. McCreadie Road, ORMEAU
PRESIDENT - JENNY ROBINSON - lynneandjenny@gmail.com
MEMBERSHIP OFFICER - JOE ZERAFA Ph 0421 886 376
Society postal address ~ Southern Astronomical Society Inc, PO BOX 867,
Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so others
cannot see your email address - if you do not want Event Horizon emailed
please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may
contain images of or may identify members/friends attending Society & nonSociety events (Meetings, Astro quiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field
Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if you would prefer this not to
happen, please advise the Society in writing. If members require a copy of the
Society’s Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer by mail or at a
future meeting. Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site
are presented in good faith as the original work of the person submitting them.
The SAS and its members accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the
person submitting them has used another person’s property without their
permission or consent. Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of
the contributor (unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical
and/or other information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its
members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE
2017 DATES: Friday to Sunday, 17th to 19th November 2017
● This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton who are now living permanently
on site. Please respect the family’s privacy by only going out to the property on a New Moon weekend
and introducing yourself when you arrive to Mark and Debbie. Please ring Debbie on her mobile for more
information about directions and any other inquires that you have about going out to the property on
0428 248526...thank you.
● *By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
● $5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)
● LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
● ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS available in town cost $85 per room - book on
07 46950155
● WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
● KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils
● POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
● DRINKING WATER: BYO
● LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
● SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc &
local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
● MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely

● DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field you willbe greeted & guided to a park
● CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and
around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear! Also, winters are very
cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend.
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SAS Calendar 2017

*Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights Held At*
Ormeau Progress Association Hall
11 McCreadie Road
ORMEAU (Gold Coast) 4208
Website at http://sas.org.au

Noeleen Lowndes (President)
Mobile: 0407 126452
E-mail: ziggy002@bigpond.com
For further information contact
Membership Officer: Joe Zerafa
Mobile: 0421 866 376

Meeting Dates 2017
Meeting Dates 2017
JANUARY
Saturday 14th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 14th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 27th – 29th January
FEBRUARY
Saturday 11th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 11th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 24th – 26th February
MARCH
Saturday 11th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 11th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 24th – 26th March
APRIL (Easter Holidays 14th to 17th April)
Saturday 8th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 8th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 28th – 30th April
MAY
Saturday 13th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 13th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 26th – 28th May
JUNE
*StarStuff event Bryon Bay 24th & 25th*
Saturday 10th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 10th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 23rd –25th June

JULY
Saturday 8th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 8th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 21st – 23rd July
AUGUST
Saturday 5th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 5th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 18th – 20th August
(QLD Astrofest 18th – 27th August)
SEPTEMBER (AGM)
Saturday 9th AGM 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 22nd – 24th September
OCTOBER
Saturday 7th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 7th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 20th – 22nd October
Saturday 28th InOMN 2017 (Moon Night)
NOVEMBER
Saturday 4th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 4th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 17th – 19th November
DECEMBER (SAS Xmas Party)
Saturday 9th Christmas bbq 6.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 15th – 17th December
*Please note* Extra observing nights & solar
days will be added during the year, please check
current EH newsletter for the details.
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Links & Resources
From the SAS website
World Science Festival is held in Brisbane in March. For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy,
videos of some of the past lectures are now available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/
http://www.queensland.com/en-us/event/world-science-festival-brisbane
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and mounts and binoculars by the dozen and
offers mail order if you wish. Now at Shop 240, Level 2, Myer Centre, Brisbane. Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
They also conduct Dark Sky Star Parties at Wyaralong Dam west of Beaudesert once a month and information can be found on
Facebook (Astro Anarchy) or on their website, Astro Anarchy.com.au
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the astronohttp://www.queensland.com/enus/event/world-science-festival-brisbanemy community and the new management will continue to do so. Discounts for SAS
members are available on some items. Located at 1/26 Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Link : http://www.sirius-optics.com.au/
Bintel for all your astromical gadgets.Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518 5711. Email: info@bintel.com.au
Street address: 84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037 (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off )
https://www.bintel.com.au/

BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a month on a Monday night at the Qld
State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register.
There’s usually a supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to speak to the presenters. Also, the
talks are available online from the website https://brisscience.wordpress.com/
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and professional science communicators as they
battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel Gilmore,
you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy – and perhaps even education! Venue: The Edge, State
Library of Queensland, South Brisbane. Tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only). https://thesciencenation.com/
BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and New Zealand who have worked together as a
group since mid 2008 to search, discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.
http://www.bosssupernova.com/
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt Coot-tha. It features entertaining and
informative programs for children and adults. Learn more about our universe as you enjoy the different Planetarium
facilities available, including the Cosmic Skydome, Display Zone, Mini Theatre, Observatory, and the Galaxy Gift shop. One of
the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning realistic night sky on the 12.5 metre diameter
projection dome. The display area takes you on an astronomical journey, and includes a life-size replica of Neil Armstrong’s
lunar space suit, as well as digital and other displays. Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium
Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.
4164 5595 or 0427 961391. Link: https://www.kingaroyobservatory.com/
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event held over a period of approximately 10
days, usually in late July or early August. Check the link for details.
http://www.qldastrofest.org.au/
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year) extravaganza of events hosted by Siding
Spring Observatory during Festival of the Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
http://www.starfest.org.au/
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, located
approximately 18km southwest of the centre of Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003
Canberra bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced Instrumentation Technology Centre
and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the link:
http://rsaa.anu.edu.au/observatories/mount-stromlo-observatory
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
https://maas.museum/observations/category/monthly-sky-guides/
Sunshine Coast Dark Sky Astronomers (Australia)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1103539463014476/
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